A.Y. 2020/21
Bachelor's Degree in MANAGEMENT FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS (L-18)

ACCEPTANCE PROCEDURE

In order to proceed with the acceptance of the post within the time specified in the Call, the candidate that appears "Successfull" in the ranking list, must access the ApplyMscEngPortal with their credentials and select the "Acceptance of seat" button, which compares on the portal homepage afterwards logged in.

At the end of the procedure you will find a receipt that has to be kept since it's the only document to prove the correct acceptance. In case of dispute, it will be accepted just the student who will be able to show it.

For more information:
Didactic Secretariat of the Department of Economics and Management:
Via C. Ridolfi, 10 56124 Pisa
e-mail mbe@ec.unipi.it

Student secretariat:
e-mail concorsinumerochiuso@unipi.it